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Abstract--Difference m thods for solving the convection-diffusion equation are discussed. The superiority 
of Allen's approximation ver central or upwind ifferences for one-dimensional problems i confirmed, 
the superiority being reatest when the boundary layer is very thin. Higher order methods give improved 
accuracy with negligible increase in cost. A new iterative scheme is proposed for the two-dimensional 
problem, which requires orders of magnitude f wer arithmetic operations than existing procedures 
currently available in the literature. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The equilibrium (i.e. time-independent) convection-diffusion equation, 
-V ' [D(x )Vu]  + V(x) 'Vu =f (x ) ,  D(x) > 0, (1) 
arises in many applications, such as convective heat and chemical transport. However, methods 
for solving it numerically have been studied much less intensively than methods for solving another 
linear elliptic differential equation (DE), the self-adjoint DE 
-V . [D(x)Vu]+q(x)u=f(x) ,  D(x)>0,  q(x)>~0; 
see for example Birkhoff and Lynch [1]. The present paper is concerned with constructing accurate 
difference methods for approximating one- and two-dimensional convection-diffusion equations of 
form (1) and also with finding efficient methods for solving the resulting linear algebraic systems. 
Physical intuition often helps in suggesting accurate and efficient numerical methods. Therefore 
we recall that, in the preceding equations, u(x) can be thought of as representing the concentration 
of a chemical in a solution flowing with convective velocity V(x). Then D (x) represents a diffusion 
coefficient, q (x) an absorption coefficient, and f (x)  a source term. 
Some of the interesting complications that arise in solving convection-diffusion problems 
numerically already occur in connection with the simple one-dimensional equation 
--Du" + Vu" =f(x ) ,  0 < x < a, (2) 
with D and V positive constants, and we shall study it first, for given u (0) = u0 and u (a) = u~. By 
dividing equation (2) by V, and introducing the dimensionless variables ¢ = x/a and E = D/aV > O, 
equation (2) is transformed to 
--eUe¢ + U~ = F(~), on [0, 1], F(~) = af(a~)/V. (3) 
Clearly, equations (2) and (3) are singular perturbations of first-order DE's [2, 3]. I f  one sets E = 0, 
then the second-order DE (3) becomes first-order, and its solution is determined by the value of 
u at a single endpoint. Furthermore, when E << 1, the solution of this first-order equation that 
satisfies the upstream boundary condition u (0) = u0, approximates the true solution of equation (3) 
everywhere except in an O (E) interval (e.g. 1 - 10E < ~ < 1), which may be called the (downstream) 
boundary layer. Evidently, the functions 1 and e ¢/' form a basis of solutions of the homogenous 
DE-  Eu¢¢ + u~ = 0, obtained by setting F - -0  in equation (3). Hence for small E (the most 
interesting case), variations in u = A + Be (¢- w, are concentrated in the interval 1 - 10~ < ~ < 1, 
where e ~¢- ~)/' changes by a factor of 22,000. 
For these reasons equation (3) is said to be convection-dominated when e << 1, and diffusion- 
dominated when E >> 1. It is the convection-dominated case that gives rise to numerical difficulties, 
and we will concentrate on it. 
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A similar classification applies more generally to one-dimensional convection-diffusion 
equations -Du"  + V (x)u' = f (x )  with moderately varying V (x) which occur in chemical engineer- 
ing applications when V(x)  has a small derivative and does not change sign. Introducing 
v (~)= V(a~)/V(a)  and letting x replace ~, we obtain the one-dimensional convection-diffusion 
equation in normal form 
- -cu"+v(x)u '=F(x) ,  0<x<l ,  v (1 )= l ,  O<vmin~V(x)=O(1) ,  (4) 
if we orient the x-axis so that the direction of flow is to the right. 
2. TWO DIFFERENCE APPROXIMATIONS 
We first review two standard difference approximations widely used to solve convection- 
diffusion equation (4), explaining their limitations, before describing some better methods in 
Sections 3 and 4. 
Let a uniform of [0, 1] by given by x~ = ih, i = 0 . . . . .  n, with h = 1/n. At each interior mesh-point 
x~, approximate quation (4) using central difference quotients. This gives the 3-point approxi- 
mating difference equation (AE) 
E V i 
h2 (ui_ I - 2ui + u, + 1 ) + ~-~ ( -  ui_ , + ui + 1) - F (xi). (5) 
More precisely, we have 
Vi 
h i (U , -  2u, + ) + ( -  + ) = F(x,)  + T,, (5') 1 U ,+ I U,-1 U,+ 1 
where the truncation error T, is defined by equation (5'), and is equal to 
Eh2 . . . . . . .  vih2 u"'tr" 0 (h2), 
for some q, a e (xi_ l, xi + 1 ); see Conte and de Boor [4, pp. 298-299]. Multiplying equation (5) 
through by h2/E, we get a tridiagonal system of n - 1 linear algebraic equations, 
h 2 hv i haVi 
2U, = (1 + a,)U,_ t + (1 - a,)Ui+ t + - -  F(xj), a, = - -  = (6) 
E 2E 2D 
For given U0 = u(0) and U, = u(l), this system can be quickly solved by band elimination. 
The preceding scheme gives satisfactory approximate solutions of equation (4) when hvi < 2E, i.e. 
when max~{hvi} s less than one-fifth the boundary layer thickness 10e. Under these circumstances, 
the coefficients of Ui_ i and U,+t are both positive with sum 2, so that when F(x )= O, U~ is a 
weighted mean of Ui_ 1 and U~+I. For sufficiently small h, one gets accurate approximations U~ to 
the values u(x,) of the solution at interior mesh-points. Actually, the error is O (h2): there is a 
constant K independent of h, such that lug-1.7,.I ~<Kh 2 for all sufficiently small h. This follows 
because the truncation error is O (h 2) and, like the DE (1.4), the AE (2.2) is of monotone type [i.e. 
increasing the f (x i )  for fixed U0 and U, increases all U,, i = 1 . . . . .  n - 1] when h < 2E/Vma x .
However, if hv~ > 2E, one "weight" is negative and the U~ do not approximate the ui even 
qualitatively. To see this, consider the (homogeneous) constant-coefficient case, with v (x) = 1 and 
F(x )  = O. The U~ given by equation (6) are then 
U~=A +B[ ( l+a) / (1 -a ) ] ' ,  a=h/2E.  
When a > 1, the variations U~ - U~_ 1 computed from equation (6) alternate in sign with increasing 
amplitude, whereas the true u(x,) vary monotonically from u(0) to u(1). 
Upwind differencing 
The oscillations just described, which are unrealistic physically, can be avoided for arbitrary 
h > 0 by using the following scheme of upwind differencing. Instead of approximating the 
convection term u' by the central difference quotient, (ut+~- u,_~)/2h, use the "upwind" (or 
"upstream" or "backward") approximation u ' - (u , -  u,_ t)/h. After simplifying, this gives the 
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approximating AE of monotone type 
(2 + 2~r,)Ui = (1 + 2a,)Ui_ l + U,+t + h2Fi/E, tr, = hv~/2E. (7) 
Upwind differencing is widely used in engineering computations when _ 5% accuracy is all that 
is demanded [5, p. 64]. However, its asymptotic error as h ~ 0 is O (h), instead of O (h2), as is easily 
seen. Therefore, we now turn our attention to a much better scheme, due to R. N. de G. Allen.t 
3. EXPONENTIAL  F ITT ING 
Allen began by constructing a difference approximation which is exact if v (x )= V = 1 and 
F(x )  = K are constant in equation (4). We then have -Eu"+ u '= K. Its general solution is 
A + BeX/'+ Kx, which satisfies exactly the AE 
(2 cosh tr)U, = e" U;_ l + e-~ Ui+ 1 + (2h sinh tr)K, tr = h/2E. (8) 
Notice that the exponentially small coefficient associated with the downwind stencil point, x,+t, 
implies a reduction by a factor of 22,000 in the effect of a change Au in the downstream boundary 
value u ( l )=  ul, outside a boundary layer of thickness 10E. This agrees with the behavior of the 
exact solution, as indicated in Section 1. 
Allen then proposed using the following analogue of equation (8) 
(2 cosh ai)Ui = e ~' U~_ i + e -~' Ui + I "~- (2h sinh tri)Fi/v,, ai = hvi/2E, (9) 
also in the general variable coefficient case of equation (4). Allen's scheme has several advantageous 
properties. It is of monotone type, and U = 1 is an exact solution of the homogeneous AE, for all 
tr. It also has O (h 2) local accuracy, as may be shown by expanding all functions in Taylor series 
about x = xi. Note finally that, after dividing both sides by e ", and then letting ~ tend to zero, the 
equation becomes 
U i = U,_¿ -~- hE Iv , ,  
which is an O (h) discretization of the "reduced" equation v(x )u '= F, obtained from equation (4) 
by setting E equal to zero. 
Self-adjoint form 
Multiplying through by the integrating factor e -x/', equation (3) assumes the self-adjoint form 
- (e-X/'u')" = e-X/'F(x)/e. 
Curiously, if this is approximated with divided central differences as 
(2 cosh a)Ui = e ° Ui_ l + e-" U,+ ih~E./E, tr = h/2E (10) 
the coefficients of the unknowns U, are the same as in Allen's scheme (8). However, in contrast 
to Allen's scheme, equation (10) can grossly underestimate he influence of F. When one lets E tend 
to zero with h and F fixed, the solution of equation (10) tends to a solution of the homogeneous 
equation u' = 0. 
Test problem 
To test the superiority of Allen's scheme over those discussed in Section 2, we tried all three 
methods out on the following test problem: 
=- -2  F(x) ( _E+ 2 ) =  x 
v(x )  x+l '  x+l  e ,  u(O)=l+2 -~/', u(1)=e+2.  
We chose this problem because it had an easily calculated known exact solution for the DE 
-Eu"  + v(x)u" = F(x) ,  namely 
u=eX+(x+l ) [~]  2/'. 
tSee Allen and Southwell [6], in which the method is attributed to Allen. 
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This test problem was solved on the Southern Methodist University's IBM 3081 computer by the 
difference approximations described above. Table 1 lists values of E,, the maximum of the errors, 
lu~- UA, for n = 1/h; 42( -4 )  denotes 42 x 10 -4. 
The superiority of Allen's scheme is evident. Indeed, as was explained in Section 2, when the 
problem and E are fixed the asymptotic error is O (h) for the upwind approximation and O(h ~) 
for the other methods. In Table 1, values of p, = log(E,,/E4,,)/log 4 are listed. Observe that these 
do tend to 1 and to 2 as h ~ 0 for the O(h) and O(h 2) methods, respectively, as one would expect 
for relative errors more than 10 -~°, since floating point arithmetic accurate to one part in 10 t4 was 
used. The data in Table 1 confirm these predictions though, also as expected, n must be large when 
E is small for the p, to display this behavior. For example, when E = 0.001 and h = 1/256, there 
are only two mesh-points in the boundary layer. 
The evidence indicates that Allen's scheme is the most accurate for all n; for this problem, it 
is about 30 times more accurate than the divided central difference approximation. Since the 
maximum value of the solution is about 5, 1% accuracy is obtained when the error is 0.05 or less. 
Specifically, 1% relative accuracy is obtained with it for n >i 4 when E = 1 or 0.1, and for n >/16 
when E = 0.01 or 0.001. 
Considering E as a parameter, then for each method we have E, " - -K(6)h p for sufficiently small 
h (neglecting roundoff). From the data in Table 1, K(c) seems to increase as E $ 0 roughly like 
O (E-q), where q = 2, 1, 1 and 2, for the four methods, respectively. 
4. H IGHER-ORDER ACCURACY 
We now explain how one can obtain higher than O (h E) accuracy in solving equation (4) by using 
more than one value of F(x) on the right-hand side of the AE. For example, when v(x) -  0, one 
has the classic Stormer-Numerov formula for integrating DE's of the form - u" = F(x, u). Writing 
F~ = F(x, Ui), this formula is 
-~( -g i_ l+2Ui -U i+. )= (F,_,+IOF~+F,+t), (II) 
it is well-known to have O (h 4) accuracy. In the linear case, when F(x, u) = a (x) + b (x)u, equation 
(I I) reduces to a linear tridiagonal system; it was very thoroughly studied in Birkhoff and Gulati 
[7]. We show how to obtain similar O (h 4) accuracy for convection-diffusion equations including 
a term in u' which may even be dominant. 
Table I. Maximum errors and experimental orders of accuracies 
Central Upwind Allen's Self-adjoint 
differences difference scheme form 
E n E~ p. Eo p. Eo p. E. p. 
1.000 4 42(-4) 63(-3) 14(-5) 21(-5) 
16 26(-5) 2.0 18(-3) 0.9 99(-7) 1.9 13(-6) 2.0 
64 16 (-6) 2.0 47 (-4) 1.0 62 (-8) 2.0 83 (-8) 2.0 
256 10(-7) 2.0 12(-4) 1.0 39(-9) 2.0 52(-9) 2.0 
1024 64 (-9) 2.0 30 ( - 5) 1.0 25 ( - 10) 2.0 32 ( -  10) 2.0 
0.100 4 48(-2) 48(-2) 48(-3) 32(-2) 
16 29(-3) 2.0 21 (-2) 0.6 36(-4) 1.9 28(-3) 1.8 
64 18(-4) 2.0 62(-3) 0.9 23(-5) 2.0 18(-4) 2.0 
256 11 (-5)  2.0 16 (-3) 1.0 14(-6) 2.0 I1 ( -5)  2.0 
1024 69(-7) 2.0 41 (-4) 1.0 89(-8) 2.0 70(-7) 2.0 
0.010 4 79(-1) 21 (-2)  14(-2) 11(-1) 
16 11 (-1) 1.4 31 (-2)  -0.3 36(-3) 1.0 13(-1) -0.1 
64 18(-2) 1.3 37(-2) -0.1 39(-4) 1,6 25(-2) 1.2 
256 95(-4) 2.1 13(-2) 0.8 26(-5) 2.0 18(-3) 1.9 
1024 59(-5) 2.0 35(-3) 0.9 16 (-6) 2.0 II ( -4) 2.0 
0.001 4 84(0) 15 (-2)  14(-2) 11 (-1) 
16 52(-1) 2.0 79(-3) 0.5 48(-3) 0.8 16(-1) -0.3 
64 15(-1) 0.9 13(-2) -0.4 12(-3) 1.0 17(- I )  -0.0 
256 69(-2) 0.6 37(-2) -0.8 20(-4) 1.3 10(-1) 0.4 
1024 66(-3) 1.7 26(-2) 0.3 17(-5) 1.8 I1 ( -2)  1.6 
4096 37(-4) 2.1 82(-3) 0.8 11 (-6)  2.0 75(-4) 2.0 
16384 23(-5) 2,0 22(-3) 1.0 69(-8) 2.0 47(-5) 2.0 
p. = Iog(E._ dE.)/log(4); 42( -4 )  denotes 42 x 10 -4. 
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Constant velocity 
We first consider the case of constant v = 1, setting -Eu"  + u' = F (x )  as in equation (3). Using 
the HODIE method of Lynch and Rice [8, 9] (see also Doedel [10]) we look for coefficients ~j and 
~j which make the 3-point formula 
~-l U,_ l + ~oUi + ~l Ui+ l = [3-,F~-i + floFi + fljF~+ t (12) 
have the highest order of accuracy possible. This is done by selecting the ~s and fls so that the 
solution U of the difference quation is the same as the solution u of the DE whenever u is in 
specified subspace of functions. 
Thus, by setting ct_~ = -e  °, ~ = -e  -° and ~0 = 2cosh a, where a = h/2e, one gets the same ~j 
as in Allen's scheme (8). When F = 0, (4.2) has the same solution as the DE, which is of the form 
A + Be x/'. 
Next we choose the flj so that not only all A + Be x/', but also x, x 2 and x 3, satisfy equation (4.2) 
exactly for the corresponding F(x )=-Eu"+ u'--namely, for 1, -2E + 2x, and -6Ex + 3x 2, 
respectively. This will make equation (12) exact for all solutions of equation (3) with quadratic F(x) .  
For the gj specified, substitution into equation (12) yields a system of three linear equations for 
the flj whose solutions are (see also Table 2) 
fl-l = h [(1 - tr2/3)(sinh tr)/tr - (1 - tr)e']/2tr, 
80 = - h [(1 - 4a 2/3) (sinh a)/a - cosh tr ]/tr, 
fit = h [(1 - az/3)(sinh a)/a - (1 + a)e-']/2tr. 
Optimal evaluation points 
In addition to the freedom in choosing basis functions for the HODIE approximation scheme, 
one has freedom in choosing the points of evaluation of F in equation (12). One can select 
arbitrarily J evaluation points, ri.~ . . . . .  ~i.J, in each subinterval [Xi_l, Xi+l ]  , and replace the 
right-hand side of equation (12) with 
J 
/~,.iF(T,.j). (13) 
)= l  
Each increase by one in J allows one to include at least one additional basis function. 
As in Lynch and Rice [9], one can use "Gauss evaluation points" in the HODIE method applied 
to ordinary DE's, so as to obtain higher-order accuracy with the same number of evaluation points. 
It was shown there that for each J, there exist J "Gauss points" whose use maximizes the order 
of accuracy as in the Gauss quadrature: the points are zeros of a J th degree orthogonal polynomial 
with respect o the local Green's function of the operator (i.e. the Green's function for an interval 
of length 2h). When E << h, this Green's function is strongly skewed in the upstream direction; hence 
so are these optimal evaluation points. 
In this case, we find the location zh of a single "Gauss" evaluation point which allows exact 
results for all solutions of the form 
u(x)  = A + Be ~/' + Cx + Dx 2. 
By translation invariance, and because the coefficients of Allen's scheme give a AE which is exact 
when F(x )= K, it sufficies for O(h 4) accuracy to make the AE 
(2cosha)Uo=e'U_~ +e- 'U l  + flF(zh), a =h/2E, 
Table 2. HODIE coefficients for equation (12); v ~- 1 
h~_,/s t h~o/S h~, Is #- i Is #o Is #, Is 
0.01 -50.5  100.0 -49.5  0.0833 0.833 0.0833 
0.10 -5 .52 10.0 -4 .52 0.0917 0.833 0.0751 
1.00 -1 .16 1.31 -0 .157 0.167 0.823 0.0101 
10.00 - 1.00 1.00 -21  ( -  10) 0.369 0.712 -0.0808 
oc - 1.00 1.00 0 0.417 0.667 -0.0833 
ts=/~ ,+t~o+ #,. 
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exact for u(x)=x and u(x)=x ~. Because U0 is zero for both these functions, we get the two 
equations 
h( -eO+e- , )+f l=O,  h2(e° +e-° )+ 2 f l (~h-O=O.  
Hence 
E cotha l [ l _cotha  1 f l f2hs inha  and z = ~ - ~ = ~  
and thus - 1/2 < x < 0, and T ~ 0 as a --+ 0, and z - ,  - 1/2 as a ~ or. In the limit as e J, 0 with 
h fixed, the difference quation becomes 
U~+ ~ = U~ + hF(x~ - h i2) ,  
which is the midpoint rule for solving the reduced equation u '= F (x )  with local O(h 2) accuracy. 
Variable velocity 
In the more general case of variable velocity v(x), Dennis [11] has shown that one can obtain 
O (h 4) accuracy by making the substitution u = w exp([2E]-~Sv clx) for the independent variable. 
This transforms the DE to w"+R(x)w =S(x) f (x )  so that one can first construct the 
Stormer-Numerov approximation, and then revert to the original unknown u to obtain a variant 
of Allen's scheme. We now compare his method with that given by the general HODIE procedure. 
When v (x) is variable, one cannot find analytically an exact solution of -Eu" + v (x )u"  = F (x )  
for general F(x ) .  Instead, one first chooses a basis of  funct ions  Uk(X) for which equation (12) is 
to be made exact, and then determines analytically the input functions Fk(X),  which, for given 
and v(x ) ,  makes -Eu~ + v(x)u 'k  = Fk(X).  One gets for each mesh-point x~ and each k, values Fk.~ 
and corresponding Uk.i = Uk(X~) to substitute into equation (12). To construct difference approxi- 
mation (12), the computer solves the linear system 
ai. _ i Uk(X~_ 1 ) + ai. oUk(Xi) + a,, l Uk(Xi + I ) = fir. - I Fk(Xi_ 1 ) + Fk(Xi) + fli, I Fk(xi + 1 ), k = 0 . . . . .  4, (14) 
for the as and fls; here we have normalized with the choice fl~.0 = 1. 
For example, when one takes solutions 
Uk=(X - -X i )  k for k = 0 , . . . ,  3, and u4(x)  =exp(v i [x -x~] /E ) ,  
then the input functions are 
Fk(x )= -Ek(k -  l ) (x - -x i )k -2+v(x)k(x  - -x~) k - l ,  for k =0 . . . . .  3, 
F , (x  ) = v,[ - v, + v (x  )] exp (v,[x - x,])/E. 
System (12) is 
O~ i _ l .dff a i, o --~ a i, I .-~- 0, 
-ha i . -1  +hai .  l = vi-Ifl i, -t  + vi + vi+ lfl~.l, 
h2ai, - i  + h2ai, i = - 2(E~vi + vi_ lh )fli. - i  - 2Eivi - 2(eivi - vi + lh )fli. 1 
- h 3at. _ i + h 3al. 1 = (6Gvih + 3vi + i h 2)fli, - i -- (6<:lvih -- 3vi + i h 2)fli, 1, 
e-h/"a , .  - i + a,. o + eh/"a,. l  = ( - v~ + v , _  t )e -h / "#, .  _ ,  IE, - (v ,  - v ,  + 1 )e h/'' 13i.,/ci, 
where E, ffi ~ lv (x~) .  
We obtain improved accuracy for small E when the three evaluation points are equally spaced 
in x~_t ~<x ~< x~ rather than in x~_l ~< x ~< x~+l, or when the function u3 = (x -x~)  3 above is 
replaced with (x - xi)exp ([x - xi]/El ). 
Un i form methods  
Difference schemes having uni form Kh  p error bounds, with K uniformly bounded as the singular 
perturbation parameter E tends to zero, have obvious theoretical dvantages. Standard polynomial- 
based schemes (on uniform meshes), such as equations (5) and (6), as well as Swartz's [12, p. 304] 
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Dennis's Swartz's El Mistikawy-Werle 
HODIE'I" scheme scheme scheme HODIE~ 
e n E, p, E, p, z. p. z, p, ~. p. 
0.100 4 17 (-3)  62 (--3) 93 (-3) 14 (--4) 10 (-4)  
16 70(-6) 4.0 31 (-5)  3.8 21 (-5) 4.4 11 (-5) 1.8 76(-7) 3.6 
64 27(-8) 4.0 12(-7) 4.0 81 (-8) 4.0 70(-7) 2.0 31 (-9) 4.0 
256 11 (-10) 4.0 49(-10) 4.0 32(-10) 4.0 44(-8) 2.0 12(--11) 4.0 
1024 61 (-13) 3.7 19(-12) 4.0 12(-12) 4.0 27(-9) 2.0 21 (-13) 2.9 
0.010 4 15 (-2)  § 33 (0) 12 (-4) 56 (-4)  
16 23 (-3)  1,4 § 91 (--2) 2.6 63 (-6) 21 39(-5) 1.9 
64 22(-5) 3.3 70(-3) 99(-4) 3.3 60(-7) 1.7 57(-7) 3.1 
256 75(-8) 4.1 33(-5) 3.9 31 (-6) 4.2 41 (-8) 1.9 27(-9) 3.9 
1024 29 ( -  10) 4.0 13 (-7) 4.0 12 (-8)  4.0 25 (-9) 2.0 10 ( -  I I) 4.0 
0.001 4 38 ( -  2) § 43 (2) 14 (--4) 58 ( -  4) 
16 18(-2) 0.5 § 19(1) 2.3 10(-5) 1.9 50(-5) 1.8 
64 19(--3) 1.6 § 23( - I )  3.2 52(-7) 2.1 33(--6) 2.0 
256 59 (--5) 2.5 53 (-2) 80 (--2) 0.8 25 (--8) 2.2 13 (-7) 2.3 
1024 31 (-7) 3.8 10(-2) 1.2 14(-4) 4.6 25(-9) 1.7 11 (-9) 3.5 
?Basis 1, x, x 2, x 3, exp(vix/E); evaluation points x I - h, xi, x~ + h. 
:~Basis I, x, x 2, exp(e- lJ'v dx), x exp(¢- ISv dx); evaluation points x i -h ,  x~, xi + h. 
§Error significantly arger than 100%. 
O(h  4) interpolation scheme, do not have this desirable property. However, Allen's scheme (8) is 
uniformly O(h) (see II'in [13], Kellogg and Tsan [14], and the last paragraph of Section 3), and 
the same is true of the HODIE scheme above with three evaluation points, which has an order 
of accuracy O (h 4) for fixed e (vs O (h z) for Allen's scheme). The O (h 2) scheme of El Mistikawy 
and Werle [15] is uniformly O(h 2) [16]. 
Actually, by constructing a difference approximation which is exact locally on the family of 
functions 
1,x .. . .  ,x ~, exp(e-lf v(x)dx), x exp(e-'f v(x)dx) . . . . .  x J-' exp(,-'f v(x)dx), (15) 
one can obtain for any J an exponentially fitted HODIE scheme that is uniformly O(h~); see 
Gartland [17]. 
Experimental results for the test problem of Section are listed in Table 3. For the first HODIE 
scheme, when h is very small the error seems to be roughly proportional to h4/E3; one can prove 
that it is O(h 4) for any fixed e, as h ~ 0. For the second HODIE scheme, with basis (15) and J = 2, 
the data indicate that the error is roughly proportional to ha/¢ :, as in Gartland's theoretical results. 
5. THE BOUNDARY LAYER 
In the convection dominated case (e<< 1), as was mentioned in Section 1, there is a thin 
"boundary layer" of width the order of 10e at the downstream end of the flow defined by equation 
(4). Since the flow velocity v (x) usually varies little in this layer, a fairly good first approximation 
in the boundary layer itself is ordinarily given by the model problem with constant velocity, 
v(x)=- 1. 
Outer solution 
Outside the boundary layer, we can obtain an asymptotic expansion (valid as e ~ O) in powers 
of e: 
u(x ) ,~ z(x; e) - Zo(X) + ezl(x) + e2z2(x ) +. . . ,  (16) 
using standard methods of singular perturbation theory (see O'Malley [2] or Carrier and Pearson 
[3]). Moreover, the zm(x) can be computed recursively, as we shall now explain. 
In the constant coefficient case, v(x)= 1, we have simply 
u(x)~zo(x)=u(O)+ F(~) d~. (17) 
This is intuitively obvious: if the diffusivity eis zero, we have a simple problem in pure convection, 
and equation (3) reduces to u'= F(x). Substituting the series for z for u in -eu"+ u'= F(x), 
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rearranging and equating coefficients of powers of E to zero, we get equations for z,,: 
t t t  t Zl=Z0, zt(0) = 0; z,,=z" z,,(0) = 0; • ' ' ~  m - l ,  . . . .  
This gives 
z.,(x) = f~ z;._,(~) de, 
which leads to 
fo u(x)~z(x ;e )~u(O)+ F(~) d~ +E[F(x)-F(O)] 
+ e2[F'(x) - F'(0)] + ' "  + EM[F~M-')(X) -- F~U-')(0)] + . ' . .  (18) 
More generally, for any v (x )> 0, (4) reduces to v (x)u' = F(x) with solution 
u (x) = Zo(X) = u (0) + .I][F({)/v (¢)1 d{. 
Typically, F(x) and v (x) are slowly varying functions of x and numerical quadrature must be used 
to compute accurate values of uo(x~) at all mesh-points xi. The equations 
z~ = z~ = [F(x)/v(x)]'/v(x) z~ = z'( = {[r(x)/v(x)]'/[v(x)]'}/v(x), ..., (19) 
which give the other terms in the asymptotic series (16) can be treated similarly. 
Boundary layer correction 
As c ~ 0, the upstream solution depends exponentially ittle on the downstream boundary value 
u (1). The first few terms of the asymptotic expansion (16) also give more accurate representations 
of the solution. Inside the boundary layer, expansion (16) fails to give an accurate approximation. 
There one must either add to z (x; E) a boundary layer correction, w (x; E), or find an inner solution 
which blends smoothly into the outer solution, z(x; c). 
We write u(x) = z (x; E) + w(x; e). Because the problem is linear, the boundary layer correction 
w satisfies the homogeneous DE 
-~w"(x;  E) + v(x)w'(x;  E) = 0 
subject o the boundary conditions 
w(0) = 0, w(1)=u(1) -z (1 ;Q.  
For the special case the v (x )~ 1, we have the explicit formula 
w(x; E) = [u(1) - z(1; Q][I - eX/~]/(1 - e t/') = [u(1) - z(1; e)]e (x- i)/, + O (e-i/,). 
In the variable coefficient case when v(x) varies only slightly in the boundary layer, then w(x; e) 
can also be used, added to z (x; E). 
Inner solution 
We can also compute approximate values of the inner solution by any of the finite difference 
methods discussed in Sections 2-4. One picks a point X outside the boundary layer but close to 
its edge, say X = 1 - 10E, and solves 
-Ew"+v(x)w '=F(x) ,  on X<x<l ,  w(X)=z(X;E),  w( l )=u( l ) .  
Because the interval [X, 1] is so short, only a few (say less than 20) mesh-points in it are required. 
We used this method to solve the test problem of Section 3 with E = 1/100. We took 
1 - X = 10E = 1/10 and used the trapezoid rule for the initial value problem and the divided central 
difference approximation with mesh-lengths .ut ffi X ' /Nout  and hin = (1 - X ) /N in  , respectively. Some 
results are listed below, where M denotes the number of terms of the asymptotic expansion used 
to compute uo~t [see expression (5.3)]. The problem was solved on a VAX 11/780, with single 
precision arithmetic (about seven significant decimal digits of accuracy). 
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Table 4. Trapezoid rule for u,. t and central differences for w 
M=I  M~2 M=3 
No.t Nin Eout Ein Eout E,. Eo.t El,, 
5 10 14(-3) 81 (-3) 36(-4) 69(-3) 40 (-4) 69(-3) 
10 20 17(-3) 28(-3) 53(-5) 16(-3) 96(-5) 16(-3) 
20 40 18(-3) 18(-3) 24(-5) 41 (-4) 22(-5) 39(-4) 
40 80 18(-3) 18(-3) 48(-5) 13(-4) 44(-6) 99(-5) 
80 160 18(-3) 18(-3) 47(-5) 60(-5) 46(-6) 28(-5) 
160 320 18(-3) 18(-3) 49(-5) 49(-5) 58(-6) 10(-5) 
320 640 18(--3) 18(--3) 49(--5) 49(--5) 61 (-6) 64(--6) 
Table 4 lists the following maximum errors: 
Eo,t= max IUs-u( j /Nout)  l, Ein= max [UNo,,.t+k--U(X+k/Nin)[. 
/¢{0  . . . . .  Nout} k¢{0 . . . . .  Nin } 
In this problem, both maximum errors are attained at x = X; this explains why both tabulated 
errors approach the same value as the number of subintervals increases. 
The error of the trapezoidal method decreases by a factor of about four each time the number 
of subintervals, No,t, is doubled, and for 320 subintervals, the error is nearly at roundofflevel. Thus 
the listed values for 320 subintervals are close to the error [u (X) - uo,t(X)[ when using M terms 
of the asymptotic series for Uo.t; this error is about 0.018, 0.00049 and 0.000061, for M = 1, 2 and 
3, respectively. Since the maximum of u is a little less than five, the last value, 0.000061, is close 
to roundoff level and it seems unlikely that more terms would improve the accuracy with single 
precision VAX arithmetic. 
Note that with M = 1 and Nou~ = 5, Nin = 10, the error is 0.08, which is less than 2% (0.08/5). 
Doubling the number of subintervals, (Nn,t, Niu), to (10, 20), the error is reduced to 0.6% and one 
more doubling gives nearly the smallest error possible, 0.018 or 0.4%, with M = 1. With M = 3, 
we obtain errors a little larger than 0.1% with the pair of interval numbers (5, 10)--i.e. by solving 
one tridiagonal system with nine unknowns. 
Instead of using one uniform spacing in the outer region and a different uniform spacing in the 
inner region, one can use unequal spacings throughout. For an adaptive procedure to optimize such 
spacings, see Pearson [18]. 
6. A MODEL TWO-DIMENSIONAL PROBLEM 
We conclude by taking up a model two-dimensional convection-diffusion problem: the 
specialization of equation (1) to the case of flow parallel to the walls of a rectangular channel. The 
relevant DE is 
vux = E (Uxx + Uyy) + F(x, y ), (20) 
where v = v(x,y) ,  with v (1 ,y )= O(1). For this elliptic equation, we assume Dirichlet boundary 
conditions. Thus we set 
u(O,y)=go(y) ,  u (1 ,y )=g, (y ) ,  
and (taking the channel width as b) 
u(x,O)=~k(x), u(x,b)=¢J(x). 
Typically, ~ (x) =- ~ (x) = 0. Moreover, the exact solution of equation (20) has boundary layers of 
thickness O (E i/:) along the sides of the channel, y = 0 and y = b, as well as a downstream boundary 
layer of thickness O (E) at x = 1; see Carrier and Pearson [3, p. 287] and Eckhaus [19, p. 255]. See 
Johnson-Schatz-Wahlbin [20], and the references they cite, for finite element methods for treating 
the boundary layers at the channel edges; see also Wahlbin [21]. 
The standard 5-point central difference approximation to equation (20) is 
2(1 + f12)U,4 = (1 + EI.y)U i_ I.j + (1 - (&y)Ui+ l.j "Jr- [~2(Ui, j_  1 -}- Vi, j+ l ) .ql_ h2Fi, j/~., 
fl = h/k oi./= hvi.fl2E. (21) 
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This is quite satisfactory if v~,jh <<. 2E, for reasons similar to those given in Section 2 for the 
one-dimensional case. For Ax = h = 1/I and Ay = k = b /J, the unknowns U~d can be conveniently 
listed lexicographically by columns of the mesh: ( i , j )  < ( i ' , j ' )  [in words: ( i , j )  precedes (i', j ')] if 
and only if i < i' or i = i' and j  < j ' .  Considering Ug./as an approximation to u(x~, Yi) = u(ih, jk) ,  
and solving system (21) by band elimination, one then gets the desired approximate solution in about 
(I - 1)(J - 1)3 multiplications (and about as many additions), or about J~ per mesh-point, and with 
about / j2  words of memory. 
When h is large compared with the boundary layer thickness, one should proceed in two stages. 
First solve an appropriate AE accurately in the main flow ("outer egion"), as efficiently as possible. 
This gives approximate values [/i_ ~,j at the beginning of the last interval, 1 - h < x < 1, which are 
used as "upstream" boundary conditions for the equations on a refined mesh in this last interval. 
For very small e (convection-dominated case), with a fine mesh (but with ai, j = hv~.j/2E > 1), an 
adequate approximation outside the downstream boundary layer is often obtained by neglecting 
streamwise diffusion (the term EUx~). This replaces equation (20) by the parabolic diffusion equation 
v (x, y)ux = EUyy + F(x,  y). (22) 
Many discretizations of the DE (22) are discussed in Richtmyer and Morton [22]. Of these, the 
explicit Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy scheme and the implicit Crank-Nicolson scheme are probably 
the ones most commonly used. We shall not discuss these well-known methods here, nor the error 
committed by neglecting the Euxx term. 
A new procedure 
Instead, we describe a new procedure for solving the two-dimensional convection--diffusion 
model problem under discussion. First, we propose combining Allen's approximation of 
-eUxx + vux with the divided central second difference approximation of -Eu , .  In the constant 
coefficient case, the system can be written as 
v [  1 l+e  -° 1 ] E 
h l _e_oU i_ t . jq -~Ui ,  Y-e-T--~_lUi, j+ 1 .~- -~[ -U i ,  j _ l - .~2Ui . j -U i ,  j+ l ]=F i ,  j ,  (23) 
where 0 = vh/e = 2a and i = 1 . . . . .  I - 1, j = 1 . . . . .  J - 1. At boundary mesh-points, U is equal 
to the given values of u. [In the variable coefficient case, v and 0 in equation (23) are replaced with 
vi, j and 0~.j.] 
When discussing the hand relaxation solution of this system, Allen [23, p. 20] remarks: 
"Relaxation using equation (23) is alway s easy and, surprisingly, becomes easier as 0 increases in 
value." We will describe a rapidly convergent automated procedure of solution, in the convection- 
dominated case (e << 1) when 0 >> 1; that is, with h large compared with the downstream boundary 
layer thickness. Formula (23) gives accurate values of u outside the boundary layer. Having 
computed these, as was stated above, one can solve this system again on a refined mesh inside the 
boundary layer, on [(I - 1)h, 1] x [0, b], using the outer values Ulffi ~,j as boundary values. 
Let U~ = (U~. t, U~. 2 . . . . .  Ui, j_ ~ )r be the vector of unknowns along the mesh-line x; = ih. System 
(23) can be written in block form as 
- -  R U i _  1 -Ji- CU i - SUi+ I ~-- Fi'Ji- hi , (24) 
where (Fi)/=Fi.j, and bi=-(E/k2)(u( ih,  O),O . . . . .  O,u(ih, b)) r. Here R and S are diagonal 
matrices and C is a tridiagonal (J - 1) x (J - 1) matrix. When v is constant, 
v Sjj = S = v (25) 
Rj.j ~ r = h(l - e-°) ' h(e ° - 1-~)' 
and 
e v ( l+e  -°) 2E 2E 
Cj j _  I = C j j+  I _~ - -~ ,  C j j=  - -  = (26) ' ' ' h (1  e -° )  + k --~ r+s+-~. 
Because 0 = vh/E >> 1, the matrix S = sl  in equation (24) is exponentially smaller than the others, 
and outside the boundary layers Ui, j approximates a solution of VUx = EUyy + F. Furthermore, the 
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tridiagonal matrix C is very strongly diagonally dominant. Therefore, the line Gauss-Seidel method 
converges very rapidly (and line SOR even more rapidly). 
Accordingly, we consider the following line Gauss-Seidel scheme. After choosing initial guesses 
for the U~ °), i = 1 . . . . .  I -  1, say zero, or a blending function (see Birkhoff and Lynch [1, 
Chap. 7, Section 9]) which interpolates the boundary data, solve the tridiagonal systems 
CU~" + ~) = R U~"_ T ~) + ~, , i+~1 r(m)~ + Fi + b, (27) 
in the order i = 1 . . . . .  I -  1, for each of m = 0, 1 . . . . .  In this constant coefficient case, the 
LU-factorization of C needs to be computed only once. 
The spectral radius of this scheme for the constant coefficient case is derived in the Appendix; 
it is 
4rs cos2(rc/l) 
P = {2E [1 - cos(n/J)] /k 2 + r + s} 2" (28) 
In any norm I1" II, the iteration error E (m) = U Ira)- U satisfies I1 E <m) II ~< KP m asymptotically [1, 
p. 129]; thus the error reduction factor R tin) = 11E (m- ~) II/ll E ~m) I[ per step satisfies 
R ~m) .~ 1/p > 0.25(e h/' + 2 + E-hi,) = cosh2(h/2e) =_ 1/p,, (29) 
asymptotically when v = 1; here we have defined the lower bound l ip u. For hie = 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10 
and 100, the value of the lower bound, l ip, ,  of the error reduction factor is 
1.000025, 1.0025, 1.27, 5.5 × 103, 6.7 × 1043 , 
respectively. We have done numerous experiments with the line Gauss-Seidel method 
solving equation (23) on [0, 1] × [0, 1] with h =k for hie between 3 and 250. These results 
confirm that after a few iterations the error reduction factor is given by l/p, with p as in 
equation (28). 
For another analysis of a Gauss-Seidel method applied to the conduction convection equations, 
see II'in and Kellogg [24]. 
SOR 
It is well-known that in the diffusion-dominated case, SOR converges an order of magnitude 
faster than the Gauss-Seidel scheme. The situation in the convection-dominated case is quite 
different. In either case, the optimal overrelaxation factor for SOR is ~Ob = 2/(1 + [1 --p]l/2) and 
its spectral radius is Pb -  oJb- 1 [1, Chap. 4]. In the convection-dominated case, p is very small; 
hence cob = 1 + p/4 + O(p 2) and thus l /p b >f (e h/' + 2 + e-h~'), SO the asymptotic reduction factor for 
optimal line SOR is four times that for line Gauss-Seidel, when h is large compared with E. 
(In contrast, when h is small compared with E, p = 1-~/ is close to unity, and then 
Pb = 1 -  2(2r/)t/2 + O (r/3/2) [1, p. 139].) In our numerical experiments, the Gauss-Seidel scheme 
converged to within the discretized error in one or two iterations. 
Operation count 
About 7m + 3/1 operations (+, . , / )  per unknown are required for m iterations; evaluation of 
the right-hand sides and the back substitutions account for 7m of these and 3/I are required for 
the single LU-factorization of the (J - 1) x (J - 1) tridiagonal matrix C. 
The iteration error is reduced by a factor much greater than 106 in a single iteration when 
E = 1/1000 and h <<. 1/32. Thus one iteration is sufficient and the "work" per unknown is about 8. 
This is significantly less than than the work (between 68 and 2045) reported by Eisenstat et al. [25] 
when various gradient-type methods are applied to an O (h 2) variant of the upwind approximation 
to equation (20), due to Axelsson and Gustafsson [26]. 
For c = 1/100 and h = 1/8, 1/16 and i/32, the number of iterations to reduce the error by a factor 
of 106 is 2, 3 and about 11, respectively, so that the work per unknown is about 15, 22 and 78, 
respectively. The ranges reported by Eisenstat et al. [25] are 96-345, 143-640 and 220-1136, 
respectively. 
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Higher accuracy 
We obtained higher accuracy by replacing the right-hand side of equation (23) with 
8_lFi_l,j+ 8oFi, j + 81Fi+ i,~, 
where 
0 - 2 + (0 + 2)e -° 
8-1 = 20(1 - -  e - ° )  2 , 81 = 8-1 e-°, 8o = 1 - 8-1 - 81, 0 = vh/e. (30) 
The coefficients were determined so that when v(x)  =- constant, the scheme is exact (see Section 4) 
when 
u(x, y )  = A + Bx + Cx 2 + (D + Ex)e ~x/' + Fy + Gy2; (31) 
it is a result of the symmetry of the operator that the scheme is also exact when Hx 2 exp(vx/E) + Iy 3 
is added to the right-hand side of equation (31). As in the one-dimensional case, the local Green's 
function is strongly skewed in the upstream direction; see Gartland [27, 28]. 
Experimental results are given below for the solution of equation (20) on the unit square, when 
F and the boundary conditions are taken so that the solution is 
( u(x ,y )= eX+(x  + l) [ l+s in (y (1 -y ) ) ] .  (32) 
For E = 0.001 and for the mesh spacings we used, the iterative method described above converged 
to the level of the discretization error in one iteration; namely to 
0.00356, 0.0000909, 0.0000199, 0.00000308, 
for 1/h = 8, 16, 32, 64, respectively. 
Channel-edge boundary layers 
When boundary layers of thickness O (e 1/2) are present at the edges (y  = 0 and Y = b), one can 
replace the divided central difference approximation toEUyy in equation (23) with one which is exact 
on the set of basis elements 1, exp(ayE -I/2) and exp(-ayE- l /2) :  
-(.Uyy ~ a2[--ui, j_ 1 + 2ui, j - uij+ l]/[e K - 2 + e-K], x = ah/E 1/2, 
where a can be made to change with x when the width of the boundary layer changes with x. The 
line Gauss-Seidel method of solving the resulting system of difference quations converges even 
faster than for equation (23) because the matrix C is even more strongly diagonally dominant for 
this approximation. We have also made some preliminary experiments which indicate that similar 
methods are highly efficient and accurate for this case. We plan to report on this approximation 
and approximations ear corners with Bessel and parabolic ylindrical functions, as well as more 
accurate 9-point difference approximations, in a subsequent paper. 
We have recently extended the results reported here, after noticing that stable discretizations of
convection--diffusion equations are naturally associated with diagonally dominant M-matrices. 
Additional numerical experiments, concerned with solving extensions of equation (23) to general 
uniform rectangular meshes on rectangular domains, show that downstream line Gauss-Seidel 
iteration converges in relatively few steps for convection-dominated problems, but that downstream 
line SOR with optimum co converges even more rapidly. These new results will be reported in a 
paper to appear in Numerische Mathematik. 
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APPENDIX  
We determine the spectral radius of the line Gauss-Seidel scheme (27) in the case of constant coefficients. The iteration 
error El r~ = Ui - UI ") satisfies 
n~(m+l)+r l=(m+l) - -~")  --n R =rL S=sI ,  (A.1) 
with zero values on the boundary. The symmetric tridiagonal (J - 1) x ( J  - 1) mat r ix  C, given in equation (26), has a 
complete orthogonal set of eigenvectors ¢~p, p = 1 . . . . .  J -  1, with components 
(FPe) j = sin(jpn/J), j = 1 . . . . .  J - 1 
and corresponding eigenvalues 
2e 
~p=-~[l-cos(pTt/ J ) ]+r+s, p=l  . . . . .  J - l .  
We express the errors in terms of these eigenvectors: 
E!m+ l) = ERe,+ l)~p. 
i - - r i ,  p 
Substitution into equation (A.1) and use of the orthogonality yields 
_rR(m+ l) ~" R(m+ I) - -  oR(m) - -  N 
m- I,p + (A.2) ~pYi .  p °F ' i+  I ,p  - -  ~"  
This gives a linear transformation Mfl~m+')=Nfl~ m) which takes fl~pm)=(fl,.p . . . .  fl,_l.p) T to fl~p,,+l), where the 
( I  - 1) x (I - I) matrices M and N have zero entries, except for 
gi.i=~p, gi.~_l=--r, Si, i+ l=-S.  
Since #¢~ + ~ = M- INf i rm) ,  the spectral radius of the scheme is the spectral radius of the iteration matrix G = M-~N.  Thus 
we solve the eigenproblem CO, = 2y or, equivalently, AMy = N?. In component form this is 
-2ry,_ l + 2~p7i - sYi+ I = 0. 
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This difference quation is made symmetric by the change y~ = (2r/s)~/2f~, which gives 
- f i - i  + 21/2(rs)-1/2(pfi - fi+l = 0. (A.3) 
Since ¢$0 = fit = 0, it is evident hat f~ = sin(iqn/l) is a solution of equation (A.3) for q = 1 . . . . .  I - 1. Substitution and 
simplification then gives 
-2cos(qn/ l )  + 2 I/2(rs ) -  l/2~p = 0, 
hence 
4rs cos 2 (q• /1 ) 4rs cos 2 (qn / I) 
where 
{2E [1 -- cos(trn/J)]/k 2+ r + s} 2' 
v v hv 
r=h( l _e_Z) ,  s h(C-1) '  z=- - .  
Consequently, the spectral radius of the line Gauss-Seidel method is 
4rs cos2(n/I) 4rs 
P {2E[1 -cos(n / J ) ] /k2+r  +s} 2< (r +s)  ~ e~+2+e-~ ' 
